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Microwave cooking [Lorna Rhodes] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Microwave Cooking (Sainsburys Recipe Library) [Lorna Rhodes] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
This recipe is another sweet treat from *Microwave Cooking* by Lorna Rhodes & is sadly the final recipe I’ll
be entering from this nifty cookbook. The intro boasts that “These are so quick that you can make them within
minutes of your children arriving home w/friends.” That promise & how good they looked in the pic made a
believer out of me (Time does not include 10 minute standing time).
This is recipe #5 from *Microwave Cooking* by Lorna Rhodes. During ZWT last yr, I made Ev’s excellent
Recipe #62202 using lamb. This Bobotie recipe is a not-as-highly-spiced microwave version that uses beef
instead. I'll prob opt to spice it up a bit & use lamb again, so feel free to do the same. (Time does not include 5
min standing time) *Enjoy* !
Microwave Cooking book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers.
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Collins Gem Food for Microwaving by Lorna Rhodes, 9780004589909, available at Book Depository with free
delivery worldwide. Collins Gem Food for Microwaving : Lorna Rhodes : 9780004589909 We use cookies to
give you the best possible experience.
Looking for books by Lorna Rhodes? See all books authored by Lorna Rhodes, including The Book of Soups
(Book of...), and The Book of Fondues (Book of...), and more on ThriftBooks.com.
Have you ever wanted some biscuits and you just don't have a stove? Look no further as we test if you can cook
them in the microwave!
Lorna Rhodes; Author division. Lorna Rhodes is currently considered a "single author." If one or more works
are by a distinct, homonymous authors, go ahead and split the author. Includes. Lorna Rhodes is composed of 3
names. You can examine and separate out names. Combine with…
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